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The article is devoted to consideration of peculiarities of judicial protection of land rights. Particular 

this form of legal protection. Several types of claims for the protection of land rights have been investigated.

The basis for analyzing the features of the judi

Due to the fact that the court has the status of an independent body 

primarily by the norms of the Constitution of Ukraine.

content is characterized by a system of increased demands on the subjects of its implementation. The order 

must compensate the citizen for the damage caused to him by the actions of the court acting on behalf of 

protection.



claim – the requirement to recognize the disputed right and the requirement to award the defendant to a 

from land legal relations. 
Claims for the return of a spontaneously occupied land plots are usually called as classical 

courts usually satisfy such claims. 
It is erroneous to assume that the unauthorized occupation of a land plot should be considered a 

a court action.
Conversional claims are aimed at changing or terminating the legal relationship by means of 

 

according to Article 87 of the Land Code of Ukraine the right of joint partial ownership of a land plot arises 

servitude is established by agreement between the owners of neighboring land plots on the basis of an 

reason for the change or termination of these rights.



Land management disputes. It should be noted that in the legal literature the right opinion was 

 

stitutes an essential part of the total number of disputes that are considered by courts. This is due to 
the legalization of the private property of the land in the legislation and the constitutional requirements 
that the property right is immutable.
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